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Top power boat. Shark Cat 7. Twin litre tanks Muir anchor winch Boat always kept in shed Cat
trailer 21 foot. I have a 21 foot multi hull cat trailer for sale it has just been fully refurbished.
Chassis was sand blast and painted in good marine paint. It has a new tri axle bogey fitted also
blasted and painted. The hoop is new and aluminium to suit a cape cat which it was previously
used on. New ally checker guards. Easy to adjust or modify to suit any cat from foot. Just
requires running gear and you have a new trailer. Contact me for any additional information on
Tags shark cat, No. Front has the anchor well and we have the Muir Anchor Winch Purchased a
new custom made tri axle trailer in that has brakes and is registered This is an awesome Power
Boat wil. Comes with what you see in the photos ready to hit the water. Bruce Harris shark cat
Unfinished Project. Twin Hondas. Unfinished project 18ft Bruce Harris shark cat with extended
engine pods for superior oceangoing performance, and pretty much complete in pieces. Selling
to raise deposit for home. Anyone who understands the value of these boat parts and items will
see great value in this sale. Both engines have had fuel pumps replaced only two years ago,
however one fuel pump may need work due to fuel sitting inside. Engines and gearbo. Five
Great Publications! Whether you're setting out to buy a family half cabin, a secondhand sport
fishing rig, or fitting out your boat for fishing, in these five publications you will find heaps of
information, tips and techniques. To buy this pack head over to Shark Cat, Multi hull hard top,
Volvo Penta 41p, 6cyl, diesel, Duo prop, Hydraulic steering, Fully rewired, new turbo fitted,
Recon leg, reciepts avaliable for work done, reapholstered and new storm covers. Garmin
electronics, fully recon tri axle trailer inc new axles,springs,brakes,rollers wheels. Genuine
enquiries only. Boat stored under cover. Shark Cat Devil Cat. As per photos Double bottom with
bilge pumps both hulls Trailer specially for Cats. Randell 34 ft Fly Bridge Cruiser. Consider part
trade for 18ft Shark Cat I am willing to let this go for 50k, no offers. If it does not sell it will go
into dry storage on private property and refubishment no matter how long it takes. This is a
bargain!!!! Very good ecomomy for this size boat Has Smartcraft guages and controls. Marine
Radios by 3 Furuno S. Markham whaler shark cat awesome boat. Sign In Register. My Gumtree
Post an ad. Suggested Searches: shark cat trailer noosa cat sharkcat shark cat boats cat shark
cat 18ft shark cat boat markham whaler bruce harris shark cat marlin broadbill shark shark cat
boat for sale shark cat for sale power cat kevlacat. Filters List. Search alert Get notified when
new items are posted. Search alert. Price Minimum Price. Maximum Price. Price Type Fixed
Price 7 Negotiable 5. Offer Type Offering Featured Ads Premium 1 Top Ads 1. Cat trailer 21 foot
Multi Hull 21 ft Catamaran I have a 21 foot multi hull cat trailer for sale it has just been fully
refurbished. Twin Hondas Multi Hull 18 ft Bruce Harris Designed Unfinished project 18ft Bruce
Harris shark cat with extended engine pods for superior oceangoing performance, and pretty
much complete in pieces. Markham whaler shark cat awesome boat Multi Hull 18 ft Yamaha
Markham whaler twin Yamaha 4 stroke. Download the Gumtree app for iOS or Android. All
Rights Reserved. Introduction This policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the
policy of the Company to respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and
representatives. Users of any part of the Company computing system are required to respect
the legal protections provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this
email address is only for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the
matter is not a copyright issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of
claimed infringement, the Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA.
An electronic or physical signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the
copyrighted work or works claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is
claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or
access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company
to locate the material. Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the
complaining party, including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address
at which the complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice
is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of
the above information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of
the DMCA notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who
knowingly materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to
liability. Please also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be
forwarded to the person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the
right to publish Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will
comply with the appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is
received. Please note that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or

misidentification may be subject to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It
is Company policy to accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it
determines are reasonable under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder
Click here - to use the wp menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our
Newsletter! Follow hollywood. Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for
Copyright Owners The following elements must be included in your copyright infringement
complaint notice: 1. We are unable to perform a basic history check on this vehicle. Please
contact the seller for more information. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Watch this item. This listing was ended by
the seller because the item is no longer available. Free postage. Start of add to list layer. Watch
this item Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been previously used. See all condition
definitions â€” opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Email Email. Visit
our Website. Visit our eBay Showroom. Information about the vehicle above is provided by the
Dealer for guidance. Please satisfy yourself before purchase that the information is correct by
contacting the seller. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property
of their respective owners. Business seller information. Complete information. Returns policy.
The seller won't accept returns for this item. Sellers may be required to accept returns for items
that are not as described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. Take a look at our Returning
an item help page for more details. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed
in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Watch
this item. Condition: Used. Ended: 16 Jan, GMT. Item location: Skegness, United Kingdom.
Seller: glynpbikes Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been previously used. We have
been unable to confirm this mileage reading. Please disregard it. The single most important
purchase for a classic restoration project is the bike to restore, whether it's going to be a
commercial venture or just a hobby interest it all starts here!. Front mudguard is solid.
Instruments are faded but look ok. Paintwork is faded, fuel tank is coated but clean inside. Seat
base is in good condition throughout. This is only a very brief descriptionâ€¦. Our showroom is
now closed. We are happy to provide additional pictures on request through the ebay
messaging service. Collection is permitted, and is welcome, pre-payment is preferred, and may
save time, but not essential. We can also arrange delivery to most UK destinations. Please call
for details. We are happy to answer specific questions about anything you can't quite see. We
have many more bikes available Click Here to see the bikes currently on eBay. The bike is
currently unregistered. The registration process is reasonably uncomplicated. This can take
upto 4 weeks. You need to get the bike MOTed. Vehicles over 40 years old are MOT exempt You
need proof of year of manufacture in writing. To get a recognised dating letter apply in writing to
Honda Motorcycle Operations at the following address. Additionally you should include your
contact details telephone number and email. If information needs to be acquired from Japan the
the "Proof of year of manufacture" letter can take upto 6 weeks to arrive. You need to have valid
insurance on the bike. You can insure it on the chassis number. The DVLA will send you your
age related registration number. Spares you may need Our used spares dept may carry items
you need for this project. Any parts available will be offered for sale on eBay. Please be aware
that this bike is also offered for sale in our showroom on our premises. We reserve the right to
withdraw the bike from sale at any time. Skip to main content. Watch this item. Bidding has
ended on this item. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle collection or delivery. Visit
Shop. Free postage. Start of add to list layer. Watch this item Add to wish list. Sign in for more
lists. No additional import charges on delivery. This item will be sent through the Global
Shipping Programme and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window
or tab. Doesn't post to Ukraine See details. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
1 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An
item that has been previously used. See all condition definitions â€” opens in a new window or
tab Read more about the condition. Search within shop. DK Used Spares. Maxxis Tyres.
Motorcycle Batteries. This can take upto 4 weeks Registration. Business seller information.
Complete information. Returns policy. Take a look at our Returning an item help page for more

details. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition:
Used. Ended: 12 Jan, GMT. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Postage: Doesn't post to
Ukraine See details. Seller: twowheelspares Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been
previously used. Make Other Makes. This is a running parts or rebuild scooter. Make Honda.
Very nice, clean scoots. Yellow one has small paint chips on the back storage compartment,
other than that, very clean. Both Run and Ride Excellent. Has been stored in doors. Easy
operation!! Fun to scoot around town or just out and about. Great for riding in tourist or college
towns or your own home town!! Price reduced for fall sale. New Brakes, Tires, belt. Runs great.
This scooter sips gas. Scooter as plenty of storage with a trunk and a glove box. Also comes
with a shorter windshield if rider prefers. Financing available. About Destination Powersports
Located in Punta Gorda, Florida, Destination Powersports is proud to bring you superior
customer service for your all of your powersports needs! Do you want to take your next
expedition off-road? Destination Powersports has a rock solid reputation of providing excellent
service, and customer satisfaction; let our knowledgeable parts and accessories team, and our
service technicians keep your powersports vehicle running and in top form for years to come!
Model Helix. It has a cc liquid cooled single cylinder motor, front disc brake, and rear drum
brake. I rebuilt the front brake system, and both the front discs and rear drum shoes are like
new. The tires are in very good condition as well. The scooter is 28 years old and has 41, miles
on it, that's less than miles per year. It has a stainless steel after-market exhaust. It has a
locking glove box, a locking gas tank, and a huge trunk. The trunk can hold two helmets, or
several bags of groceries, and locks as well. The helmets are not included with the scooter. I'm
selling it because I'm down-sizing and moving out of state. It is a large scooter, and can easily
handle 2 people. I've heard tales of folks taking these coast to coast in the USA. While I've
owned it, it has been garage kept. I am holding a clear title for this scooter. Things I have done
to this scooter: Put on a new carburetor. Put in a new air filter. Installed a new spark plug
Drained, removed, and cleaned the gas tank. Put in a new inline gas filter. I have used only
ethanol free fuel in it since I have owned it. Drained, the oil, cleaned the oil screen, and put in
new manufacturer's suggested oil. Drained the cooling system, flushed it, and refilled with new
coolant. Drained the CVT transmission and refilled it with manufacturer;s suggested oil.
Installed a new battery. Hardwired a Battery Tender harness to the battery, and the Battery
Tender charger is included in the sale. Replaced and repaired some body work, like turn signals
and running lights. Recovered the original double seat with a custom made seat cover. It starts
quickly, runs well, and is pretty fast. Now, it's got almost 42, miles on it, and it does smoke
mostly on start-up. It's in decent shape, but it's far from perfect. There's a few body panels
missing see photos , but they can easily be purchased on Ebay or other internet sites if you're
looking to do a full restoration. The paint is pretty good considering it's the original paint job.
The handlebar starter button was moved to just below the seat, see photo because the original
one went bad when the previous owner had it. Everything works. It's retro looking, fun, and
everyone waves and smiles when you drive by. With all these features, it's pretty easy to see
why this cc, liquid-cooled four-stroke scooter has been a popular favorite for both the urban
and suburban set for years. This Helix is ready to go! Just had a complete full service, brand
new battery and two new tires. Model CN Helix. Storage Fresh Delaer Service. Visit powersports.
Model Helix CN A few scuffs on the plastic bodywork. California version differs slightly due to
emissions equipment. With all these features, it's pretty easy to see why this cc, liquid-cooled
4-stroke scooter has been a popular favorite for both the urban and suburban set for years. This
scooter is in fine condition and is fun to ride. It has a cc, 4-stroke, water-cooled engine with
automatic transmission and belt drive. This bike was designed to cruise for extended periods at
good speed. I am the third owner after two elderly gentlemen from Oklahoma both deciding that
they were getting too on in years to keep riding. New front disc brake pads, manifold gasket,
muffler bushing, engine oil, final drive oil and coolant. Carb was professionally cleaned a few
weeks ago. Body is Kandy red with custom pinstriping and is in excellent condition. Seat is also
excellent. Windshield is scratched but it's not the kind of windshield that you actually look
through. Bike has a rear trunk and small glove box. Has clean title and new inspection. Scooter
is reliable, fun and ready to ride. I will consider best offers. The "trade for" bike need not be
pretty, just mechanically sound and run well. Cosmetics are not an issue. I don't want to ship
this scooter so it will have to picked up. I'm willing to meet buyer half way here in Texas Thanks
for looking. You can also contact Steve at Grants Pass, OR. Ridgefield, WA. Greenwood, IN.
Memphis, TN. Waterford, MI. Cripple Creek, CO. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine
cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Helix. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Honda Model -. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Honda 20 Other Makes 2 Cfmoto 1.
Category Beta Scooters 11 Cruiser Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear

Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Increase the search radius for more results.
Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. All rights reserved.
Price to. More Filtering Options. Price -. For Sale By: Owner Dealer. Update Cancel. Use
Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to travel. Sign Up.
Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest
first. Notify me when new ads are posted. Sled is mint shape motor needs bottom end. Please
Contact. Skidoo tundra Parts. I have a few mid 90s skidoo tundra parts for sale. I also have a set
of shocks that r not in the pic as well. Call or txt for price Windshield r sold. Our new store and
location is now open and we can now help with your riding needs, under new ownership but still
same great service and product. We will do our best to get you out and riding during this trying
times and we will be slowly getting back into the norm. All years should be available. Newer
years will be more. CKX Titan Helmets. Edmonton Area. The look of a backcountry helmet with
the advantages of a modular helmet. The CKX Titan helmet adapts to your needs! Perfect seal
between helmet and goggles Removable muzzle Exceptional field of view A look and design for
everyone! Ski doo part out. Motorcycle and Skidoo Helmet. Pickup location - Pipestone, Alberta
Please contact for more information. No Kijiji messages will be replied too. Not open to trades.
Only worn a few times great condition, comes with cover as well. New Linq Tunnel Bag Used
twice , new condition. Arctic Cat Speedwerx engine kit. Carrillo forged rods forged pistons
valves and springs. Brand new in box. Like new. Works with reverse. Fits They offer a variety of
sizes and styles to fit your truck. Decks are the best available on the market and are backed by
a. Skidoo ptek Engine for sale. Unknown mileage since rebuild. Located in camrose. Wanted: M
arctic cat looking for a good used stator. Looking for a good used stator. Skidoo Elan seat. In
good condition, skidoo Elan seat, was on a 73 but will fit on pretty much all years as much as I
know. Sled deck. Marlon aluminium 2 spot sled deck. Head rack , under deck light , telescopic
ramp, adjustable set up for 6 ft box. Arctic Cat primary clutch. Trailer has spray insulation in the
walls, roof and under the trailer to keep the warm air in to keep your bikes warm and easy to
start. Tongue was built with extra length to accommodate a sled deck and still be able to use the
trailer. You can jack knife the trailer and still unload your sleds off the deck. Wanted: arctic cat
secondary clutch wanted. Looking for operable used driven clutch AC Mounting hardware for
ATV or Snowmobile sold separately. Rear Superclamps! Before you head out on that next trip,
ensure your sled is secure! Superclamps is the industries 1 tie down system for your sled. They
are fully adjustable to fit all snowmobiles. We have the superclamp and the superclamp rear in
stock! Give us a call! We are currently sold out of front super clamps. The GGB Exhaust
"Mountain Loud" muffler is a super lightweight, straight through flow design with an aggressive
exhaust note. System fits securely in the stock location using stock mounts and is guaranteed
to provide performance levels as good as or better than stock. Ski Doo Nordik in red deer area.
Polaris seat. Polaris Ranger Stereo. Needs wiring harness. For " suspension. Size 13 Motorfist
Boa boots, good condition. Snowmobile Ice Scratchers. No more overheating on hard packed
snow or icy conditions! We have snowmobile ice scratchers in stock and ready to go. Get
geared up with some brand new snowmobile gear from Howden co! We carry some of the best
names in the industry, like Tobe, , Klim and Mountain lab! Gear up and make your winter
adventure more exciting with the amazing winter gears and accessories from the leading and
most trusted brands coming to Howden Co. Check it out here only at Howden Co. Or call us at
for more details. Underseat bag for Polaris Axys burandt. Excellent condition, call or text
SkiDoo primary clutch is. Thunder cat triple parts. Looking for Thunder cat triple motor parts
and - chassis and body parts. Please phone Looking for Arctic cat seat. Must be orange or
black. No cracks or rips, let me know what you have! Polaris Dragon Part Out - ". Increase the
search radius for more results. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to
choose from. Get an alert with the newest ads for Motorcycles in Cape Breton. All rights
reserved. Kilometers to. Finance new cars only. Price: Price from. Price to. Year from. Year to.
More Filtering Options. Price -. For Sale By: Owner Dealer. Engine Displacement cc : -.
Kilometers: -. Year: -. Update Cancel. Use Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are
and how far you want to travel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest
first Price: lowest first Price: highest first Kilometres: lowest first Kilometres: highest first.
Notify me when new ads are posted. For sale by: All. Please Contact. Wanted: Wr Looking for a
complete wr or motor. Looking to put money toward side by side as dont use bike very much
anymore 34, km. Putting my bike up to see what interest there is. More interested in trades that I
will Comes with a new back tire already on it and an aftermarket exhaust. Not perfect but lots of
years of running left. Any question message on here or text 60, km. Great Bike. Bought new,
works and looks great It has approx. Selling my Ninja. Has a custom paint job as seen in
picture. Only done this past year. New battery. Aftermarket pipe. New gold chain and sprockets.
Led lights. Must see to appreciate. Only reason for selling is Just no time to ride. Price is firm.

No trades please. Wanted: Looking for a drz Want a nice drz. Wanted: Looking for dirt bike
under Looking for a small dirt bike under dollars to work on does not matter what year as long
as it is and above. Original parts klms on a them. Like new. Only 57 hours and km. Comes with
Seat Concepts low seat as well as original. Blue- plated in NS, inspection good until Bike is In
mint shape.. Push to start needs nothing. New tires new chain and new brakes. Has Adventure
tank so the gas tank goes under seat and holds 3x more gass This bike is truly a anamal Asking
8k 1, km. New, still package. Kids dirt bike ttr Kids yamaha ttr90 dirt bike brakes work needs
rear tube or pump the one up last few days obo 2, km. Trade for motorcycle with sidecar. Want
to trade my motorcycle for motorcycle with sidecar, 60, km. Also cracked aluminum case repair
and aluminum welding available. Please msg for pricing. Visit independent amsoil dealer on
Facebook for more photos. Ultrasonic parts cleaning also available. Harley Davidson oil change
kits also ultrasonic parts cleaning. Trials bike for sale. Starts first or second kick every time.
Phone or text me at if you have any questions. Honda TL For Sale. Vintage trials bike for sale.
Contact me by phone at if you have any questions. Had the bike for less than a year, has super
moto front fender, pro taper bars, new hand grips and has rack on the back to mount a bag. Will
need a new back tire. Has km regular oil changes and cleaned air filter. Open to trades no rush
to sell. Alberta bike, after market exhaust new back tire will need a front one in the spring. Small
dent in tank chain needs to be adjusted and have to charge the battery. Looking to sell for obo.
Might trade for a car or truck. Honda NightHawk. Night hawk 27, km. Low km super clean Harley
Davidson Ultra Classic. Conta
fiesta rear light removal
98 lexus es300 specs
chevy 48 engine
ct Jeff or Daniel for more info 32, km. Wanted: Looking for Honda Helix scooter. Looking for a
Honda Helix scooter. Call or text at Yz Description in pictures. Back tire is pretty bald but I have
one to go on it in good shape. Kawasaki zr Streetfighter. Kawasaki Zr Streetfighter. Great bike always stored inside and well maintained. Looking for 80s Honda xl Harley Dyna street bob
shocks. Stock shocks from a street bob, 12 inch eye to eye. Will fit any Dyna Harley Davidson
Dyna Low rider wheel. Front wheel off of a Dyna Low Rider. Will fit any Dyna from with some
work. Wheel only. Great shape, no big scratches, gouges, or bends. For parts or repair, bike
runs but needs carb work and a battery, has no papers. Looking to trade. Looking to trade my
Yamahavirago XV for a dirt bike no smaller than a cc would prefer a , must be a 4 stroke no 2
strokes, must run and drive, would like to get a Honda but would entertain other offers no cheap
gios or other sorts only brand name. Recently Added:.

